The flight navigation procedures envisioned under the Next Generation Transportation System will require a specification of the expected route of each flight. Once these specifications are provided, the flights must proceed along their routes with such speed profiles that every pair of aircraft complies with the minimal separation requirement imposed by the Federal Aviation Administration. The task of separation assurance is most challenging in terminal airspace, with many routes merging and crossing. This paper contributes a mathematical model and an algorithmic approach for routing flights strategically, with a foresight that potentially helps the subsequent computation of speed profiles compliant with the separation requirements and with each aircraft's feasible speed range. The approach consists of reducing a general routing problem to the Shortest-Path Problem.
Nomenclature
A the number of aircraft in a given traffic sample A a finite set of A aircraft: A = {1, 2, . . . , A} α the index of an aircraft in the given sample: α ∈ A G = (V, E) a directed graph with vertex set V and edge set E p a mapping that assigns to each aircraft in A a walk in G v 
I. Introduction
Under the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen), flights will follow procedures called Area Navigation (RNAV) and Required Navigation Performance (RNP). RNAV and RNP procedures require a precise definition of the expected route of flight; see Ref.
1 for a detailed discussion. Thus, a necessary part of Air Traffic Management (ATM) under NextGen will be the routing of the flights, e.g. a specification of a path from origin to destination for each flight. If the airspace route network is modeled as a directed graph or digraph [2, section A.2], whose vertices are the waypoints and the runways, routing becomes a subclass of the problem of coordinating multiple moving agents subject to separation requirements. 3 Once a routing is provided, the flights must proceed along their routes with speed profiles that assure separation at all times 3 and comply with the feasible speed ranges of the aircraft. The term speed profile refers throughout this paper to a function that gives a time parameterization x α (t) of the path of a flight α, where x α is the arc length distance from the aircraft to some reference point along its path. Aircraft separation and compliance with the aircraft's feasible range of airspeed are among a relatively large number of operational requirements imposed on speed profiles in ATM; see Ref.
1 for a comprehensive survey. If a feasible solution cannot be found for a given routing, a new routing must be determined that does allow for compliance with all constraints a . In today's Air Traffic Operations (ATO), the task of separation assurance falls mostly on the human personnel of Air Traffic Control (ATC). This task is most challenging in a terminal airspace: while standard published routes have been specified in the en-route airspace, air traffic procedures used in terminal airspace seldom specify a continuous route of flight to the aircraft destination or to the exit from terminal airspace. From Top of Descent (i.e., the completion of the cruise stage of flight) to the start of the final approach to landing, arriving flights today navigate by procedures rather than by a fixed set of routes. Arrival and departure procedures may include constraints on speed and altitude, but usually do not specify a continuous route from Top of Descent to the destination airport (or from the origin airport to cruise altitude for departing aircraft). These procedures and practices require the Controller to make determinations of, and changes to, paths and speeds tactically, i.e. on relatively short notice. The necessity for tactical ATC adds to the Controller's workload and to such operational costs as fuel consumption and throughput loss. It is therefore worthwhile to research ways of routing aircraft with a foresight that will help separation assurance. One direction of such research, envisioned in NextGen, is development of automated decision support tools for Precision Air Traffic Operations (PATO). The purpose of such tools is to enable the existing airspace infrastructure to accommodate safely the forecast rapid increase in air traffic demand. Recent work on the problem of automating speed profile advisories in terminal airspace can be found in Refs. 5, 6 In both of the latter papers, a speed profile is sought simultaneously for the entire set of flights, i.e. as a vector
where A is the number of flights and s k (t) is the speed of the k-th flight along its path at time t. For this reason, such a speed profile will be henceforth called a collective speed profile.
Automation of speed profile advisories under operational constraints falls under the general problem of multi-agent coordination, with time-continuous motion in a fixed route network. While this general problem has been researched, the focus has been mainly on applications outside of ATM. One such application is multi-robot coordination; see, e.g., 7, 8 and references therein. In the latter two references, however, a routing is assumed, and only the speed profiles are sought. In the past few decades of ATM research, the questions of routing and of designing a route network have received considerably more attention in air Traffic Flow Management (TFM), 9-14 concerned mainly with en route airspace, than in terminal airspace. Problems in TFM have been studied using graph theory, network flows, mathematical programming, and machine learning. A more recent publication on ATM in en route space is Ref., 15 where a hierarchical framework for en route traffic planning and a decentralized traffic planning algorithm are proposed using a traffic regulation function. The ATO are modeled using discrete dynamics and decomposing the entire problem into hierarchical layers to achieve tractability. Aircraft separation is left to the human ATC. The discrete dynamical model formulated at the end of section II.C in Ref.
15 indicates that sending an aircraft into holding is allowed. This allowance is a key distinction between ATM problems in an en route airspace as opposed to a terminal airspace: while the former has holding capacity and is concerned mainly with traffic flows, the latter lacks such capacity and is concerned first and foremost with aircraft separation.
Work on ATM in terminal airspace has appeared in Refs., 13, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] which use inherently discrete models and treat separation as a constraint. In the context of ATM in terminal airspace, however, such models have a number of shortcomings, summarized in Ref.
5 as follows (the references in the quote are re-numbered to match the present paper's bibliography):
In such a model, aircraft are scheduled only at specific points (the vertices of the graph), with no time stamps maintained or imputed of the aircraft's position or speed away from such a point. One weakness of such inherently discrete models is their principal inability to assure, without adding artificial constraints, pairwise separation between the aircraft continuously in time, as is operationally required.
3 Another weakness, specific to the models that lead to a mixed-integer program (MIP), 23 is the difficulty of finding an algorithm that performs sufficiently better than the N P -hard worst case of a general mixed-integer linear program (MILP), 24 although a number of the algorithms developed for solving a MILP modeling air traffic have been shown to perform a The feasible speed range of an aircraft is specified as an interval with endpoints the minimal and maximal airspeeds. 1 Consequently, this range depends on the wind conditions (winds aloft). Wind conditions can therefore affect the space of feasible solutions for a given routing and, in particular, can require another routing. A mathematical concept of air traffic schedule robustness to unexpected wind conditions and to other stochastic perturbations is being developed in. 4 with a running time polynomial in the number of aircraft (see, for example, Refs. 19, 25 ). However, while sufficient constraints can be imposed in a discrete model to assure separation at all times, the authors are unaware of published discrete models that assure such separation and show computational performance suitable for aircraft traffic in a terminal airspace.
For further discussion of the problems and a survey of past research, see Ref.
1 and references therein. The challenge and operational requirement of providing aircraft separation at all times in terminal space ATM problems call for treating the motion of the aircraft as a continuous function of time, as is done in Refs. 7, 8 for abstract moving agents. The last three years have seen research efforts to address this need: models where the positions and velocities of the moving agents are continuous functions of time, have been used in Refs. 5, 6 to capture the separation constraint continuously in time by computing a collective speed profile (1) .
Such a speed profile has no meaning until one has specified for each aircraft a spatial route to follow: the speed profile describes the motion of the aircraft along the given route. This specification of routes (called more briefly, routing) is a problem in its own right. If the route network is modeled as a directed graph (described in more detail below), then the routing problem is the discrete problem of finding paths in a graph, which must be solved before the collective speed profile is sought. Navigation of a given set of aircraft in an airspace can, therefore, be thought of as a two-part problem:
Part I: Routing (a discrete problem). Part II: Computation of (1) (a continuous problem).
The feasibility of a collective speed profile corresponding to a given routing depends on a number of factors, including those that can change as the profile is being executed by the aircraft. Examples of such changes include those in the wind conditions and in the availability of the various parts of the airport (e.g., a runway may become non-functional because of unexpected debris). It is therefore desirable not only that the speed profile be feasible, but also that its feasibility be as robust as possible to such random perturbations. If an aircraft is forbidden to deviate from a given route network, then such robustness translates into having sufficient time to assure aircraft separation for the rest of the operation. An attempt at quantifying this sufficiency is made by introducing the urgency metric in section III, below.
The focus of this paper is Part I of problem (2) (formulated in detail as Problem I.1, below). The central motivation is to approach this part in a way that would facilitate a solution of the second part. In detail, the focus here is on routing a finite set A = {1, 2, . . . , A} of A flights in a route network, each flight α ∈ A to go from its origin to its destination, both specified as an input to the problem. The route network is modeled as a directed graph, or digraph [2, section A.2], G = (V, E). The vertices v ∈ V are points in a Euclidean space of dimension 2 or 3, which models the physical airspace, and correspond to waypoints 1 and runways in the airspace. To each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E corresponds a rectifiable curve 26 which, therefore, has a well-defined arc length. Henceforth, an edge e ∈ E will be identified with the corresponding curve. A graph G = (V, E) with this additional geometric setting will be called an airspace graph.
The construct of airspace graph allows to model the route of a flight as a walk 2 in G (i.e., a finite sequence of vertices, not necessarily distinct, with each consecutive pair an edge in G) and to furnish the route with an arc length coordinate. This coordinate will be used to specify unambiguously the current location of the aircraft conducting the flight. Thus, a routing of A in G = (V, E) is, essentially, a mapping p that for each flight α ∈ A specifies a walk
of some length N α , where v α 1 is the origin, and v α N α the destination, of α. For clarity, we note that: • a routing of A in G involves no temporal component, i.e. says nothing about the speeds with which the aircraft are to proceed along their routes, and
• collective speed profiles (which, as indicated, are functions of time) are not explicitly computed in this paper.
The first bullet implies, in particular, that even if the routes assigned to two aircraft overlap, this does not necessarily indicate a loss of separation, although certainly introducing the potential for such a loss. Separation is assured only if the collective speed profile, computed after a routing is specified, satisfies the appropriate set of constraints. 5, 6 In a number of publications, such a collective speed profile is computed as a control strategy (classical or hybrid) to minimize a cost functional that may include such terms as fuel consumption, airport throughput, and excess separation; see, for example, Refs., 6, 15, 22, 27 and references therein. Furthermore, the continuous parameterization of each walk (3), as a rectifiable curve, by its arc length coordinate, allows to enforce the separation constraint for every pair of points that come from two different curves, whether or not these points are vertices of the graph.
An essential requirement of the problem will be that a sought and found routing p make it "as easy as possible" to find, subsequently, separation-compliant collective speed profiles that fit into the feasible speed ranges of the aircraft. This "ease" will be quantified in section III and used to construct a weighting on a digraph whose shortest paths (a path 2 is a walk with all vertices distinct) will give a routing. Assuming a rigorous definition of this quantification is available, the problem that motivates this paper can be formulated as follows:
Problem I.1 Given an airspace graph G = (V, E), a set A = {1, 2, . . . , A} to be routed in G, and the specification of the origin v ORIG;α ∈ V and the destination v DEST ;α ∈ V , reachable from the origin, of each flight α ∈ A, construct a routing p of A in G such that
• for each flight α ∈ A, the route p(α) starts with v ORIG;α ∈ V and ends with v DEST ;α ∈ V , and
• the routing makes the construction of separation-compliant collection-compliant and feasible speed profile as easy as possible.
The approach taken herein to Problem I.1 consists of three steps, described in the following three paragraphs. The first step is to use G to construct a certain new digraph 
V occurs A times (4) and with the edge set E A , analogously, a subset of E × E × . .
. × E (E occurs A times). Each vertex v ∈ V
A will, therefore, be an ordered A-tuple v = (v 1 , . . . , v A ) of vertices from V . It will be more convenient, however, to use the column vector-like notation
whose advantage will be made clear in remark II.2. The definition and essential properties of the graph G A will be given in section II. The second step is to furnish each edge in E A with a scalar weight (see weighted graph in Ref.
2 ). One functional form for these weights, suitable for either arrivals only or departures only, is given in section III.
The third step is to solve the resulting shortest-path problem 2 on G A . Here, one seeks shortest paths from
The contribution of this paper is, therefore, a model that reduces Problem I.1 to the well-known shortestpath problem on G A . This reduction comes at the expense of forming a data set of a size that in the worst case grows exponentially with A; this potential computational cost is addressed in appendix B. The central object of research in this approach is the construction of a weighting function on G A to reflect the difficulty of separation assurance and, it is hoped, to give routings (computed as shortest paths in the sense of this weighting, e.g. using Dijkstra's algorithm-see section IV) that make finding a separation-compliant and speed range-compliant collective speed profile as easy as possible.
II. A construction and analysis of G
A A. Depth-coordinated products of rooted digraphs: an abstract graph-theoretic concept This section is an introduction to an abstract graph-theoretic concept-the depth-coordinated product of rooted digraphs-that will be used in a later section to construct and analyze G A . The ATM context is temporarily abandoned here (and in appendix B) and is re-entered in the next section.
A rooted digraph is a digraph with one of the vertices chosen to be distinguished from all the others and called the root of the graph. In this paper, the notation for a rooted digraph will be an ordered triple of the form (the vertex set, the edge set, the root).
Definition II.1 Given two rooted digraphs,
with no cycles that have two or more edges, their depth-coordinated product is defined as the graph whose vertex set,
, and edge set,
, meet all of the following conditions: 
and
e is not a self-loop b .
Remark II.1 (a) It can be proved that the depth-coordinated product of two rooted digraphs is thus defined uniquely.
(b) While each of the constituent rooted digraphs, G (k) , is allowed to have self-loops (an allowance that will turn out instrumental in the routing application; see section B), their depth-coordinated product is allowed no self-loops. An example of two rooted digraphs and their depth-coordinated product is shown in figure 1 and, in particular, illustrates this point: while the graph in panel (A) of the figure has the self-loop (3, 3) , and the graph in panel (B) has the self-loop (11, 11) , the depth-coordinated product shown in panel (C) does not have the self-loop
This restriction is imposed in anticipation of furnishing the depth-coordinated product with a weighting and computing shortest paths: absence of self-loops can help obtain a weighted graph which is acyclic, a property that facilitates a search for shortest paths.
(c) The number of edge occurrences mentioned in condition (b) of definition II.1 is the "depth" used to "coordinate" the product of the two graphs. This use of the term "depth" is consistent with that in "the depth of a tree." In particular, if the rooted digraphs (7) are trees of respective depths D (1) and D (2) , then their depth-coordinated product is a tree of depth min{D (1) , D (2) }. The question arises whether the ATM application central to this paper is best served by coordinating the product by depth or by some other quantity, possibly with non-integral values allowed, or, more generally, by an equivalence relation 26 on V
(1) ∪ V (2) (generalizing the criterion "at the same depth" to "in the same equivalence class"). The author is aware of no prior research on this question. One analogously defines the depth-coordinated product of any finite (or even countably infinite) collection of rooted digraphs. The task and potential costs of computing depth-coordinated products are addressed in appendix B.
Remark
However, it will be also convenient to regard the walk (9) as the "column vectors" of a matrix, and to write the same walk in the form 
The k-th row of the matrix is a walk in G (k) .
B. An assumption about the airspace graph G = (V, E) 
If a routing of A in G = (V, E) is sought as a path (10) in the depth-coordinated product of K = A rooted copies of G, where the α-th row of the matrix is the individual walk assigned to flight α, then such a routing must assign to all flights walks of the same length. There are airspace graphs, however, that do not allow this, because the maximum number of edges that one flight must traverse from origin to destination can be smaller than the minimum number of edges another flight must traverse from origin to destination. An example of such a situation is shown in figure 2 (A) for a set of 2 aircraft with origins at v 1 and v 2 . Figure  2(B) , on the other hand, illustrates that this obstacle can be overcome by inserting artificially a self-loop at each flight's destination. These considerations lead to the following assumption about the given airspace graph G = (V, E), made throughout the rest of the paper.
Assumption II.1 (a) For every flight α ∈ A, the destination is reachable from the origin; i.e., there exists a walk in G from v ORIG;α to v DEST ;α .
(b) If a vertex v ∈ V is the destination of a flight α ∈ A, then E contains the self-loop (v, v).
(c) There are no other self-loops in G.
C. Definition and essential properties of G
A By associating to each flight α a "copy" of the airspace graph G = (V, E) and designating v ORIG;α as the root, one obtains the rooted digraphs
Their depth-coordinated product will be taken as the definition of G A . The intuitive content of the following theorem is that, by finding all paths in G A from v ORIG to v DEST , one finds all possible routings (3). Then there exists a walk
in G A = (V A , E A ) such that for each α ∈ A the following conditions are met:
. . , M , and
Theorem II.1, proved in appendix A, implies that the flights α ∈ A can be routed all within the same algorithm by seeking paths in G A from v A;ORIG to v A;DEST . A weighting on G A will be constructed in section III in such a way that the shorter of the paths from v A;ORIG to v A;DEST are the ones that make subsequent computation of separation-compliant speed profiles easier.
III. A weighting function on G
A suitable for routing arrivals only or departures only
The main source of difficulty in enforcing separation between two aircraft in an airspace, represented by an airspace graph G = (V, E), is the increasing proximity of their routes, i.e. those portions of the routing that allow a simultaneous positioning of the aircraft in which at least two of the safety envelopes overlap. In particular, if the two aircrafts' routes merge or intersect at a point 28c , then the two aircraft are sure to constrain each other's motions spatially in the vicinity of the point.
A point where two or more routes merge, or a merge point, would correspond to a vertex v ∈ V of indegree ≥ 2.
2 If the positions of two aircraft, α = 1 and α = 2, are specified by the arc length coordinates s (1) and s (2) along their respective routes, then the set of all pairs s (1) , s (2) corresponding to a loss of separation between the two aircraft can be calculated explicitly from the minimal separation requirements for the two aircraft types and from the shape of the route segments that merge. For the theoretically special (but operationally frequent) case when the two merging segments are rectilinear, this calculation is carried out in detail in 5, 6 and confirms the following qualitative considerations:
• The closer the merge point to the two aircraft, the smaller the space of separation-compliant collective speed profiles.
• The smaller the angle between the two merging route segments, the smaller the space of separation-compliant collective speed profiles.
Throughout this section, let d(v, v ′ ) denote the Euclidean distance between vertices v and v ′ of G. If these vertices constitute an edge, e = (v, v ′ ) ∈ E, then notation d(e) will also be sometimes used. In what follows, we adopt the following assumption.
c The term critical point as defined in Ref. 28 is not used in the present work and occurs in other literature with a different definition; e.g., see Ref. 26 Assumption III.1 (a) All edges in E are rectilinear segments. (The main shortcoming of this part of the assumption is the difficulty of using a polygonal curve to approximate RNAV routes that will have curvilinear parts corresponding to turns. 29 The requirement 29 that such routes accommodate all types of aircraft to fly that route and all wind conditions affects the turn radius designed into the route, thereby affecting the number of polygonal segments required for a good approximation.) (b) An intersection of two routes is either a vertex in G or set of edges in G.
(c) No two routes share a pair of adjacent vertices with opposite edge orientations; i.e., there do not exist vertices u, v such that one route contains the edge (u, v), and another route, the edge (v, u). (Restrictive as this part of the assumption may seem, most current airport operations satisfy it by separating arrivals from departures by altitude. This fact, however, does not principally rule out the necessity to address the case of two mutually opposite edges, which is therefore addressed in remark III.1.)
Suppose the vertices
A (this is true if and only if e α = (u α , v α ) ∈ E for every α ∈ A). For a pair α 1 , α 2 of flight indices, the quantity
is small if the edges (u α1 , v α1 ) and (u α2 , v α2 ) are both short. If, furthermore, the edges merge (d(v α1 , v α2 ) = 0), this merge hampers collective speed profiles that will keep the two aircraft on these edges properly separated. Finally, if at least one of the edges (u α1 , v α1 ), (u α2 , v α2 ) is a loop, then the weight of the edge pair is zero, because self-loops are introduced artificially, to allow repetition of vertices in an aircraft's walk that is shorter than another's (section B).
Two distinct issues thus emerge: the shortage of time available for (or the urgency of) separation assurance, and the difficulty of separation assurance arising from the proximity of the two edges. The first issue will be addressed here by observing that quantity (13) measures the amount of room (and, therefore, the amount of time) available for the two aircraft to assure separation. The aforementioned urgency, then, will be defined as the reciprocal of (13). The second issue will be addressed by defining the proximity of the two edges as the quantity
, the c's positive constants.
Quantity (14) increases for the following types of configurations (shown in figure 3 ), in that order: the two edges have no overlap, the two edges share the initial vertex only, the two edges coincide, the two edges share the final vertex only.
Remark III.1 Part (c) of assumption III.1, while it makes the weighting function developed herein unsuitable for routing traffic that contains a mixture of arrivals and departures, is inessential to the approach proposed herein and is adapted mostly for computational convenience. One straightforward way to include a penalty for the case when the two edges (u α1 , v α1 ), (u α2 , v α2 ) that are mutually opposite, i.e. satisfy
is as follows. Denote by µ α k the midpoint of (v α k , v α k ) , k = 1, 2, thinking of it as an artificially inserted vertex. Instead of assessing a separation-maintenance penalty for the edge pair (u α1 , v α1 ), (u α2 , v α2 ), assess and add such penalties for the edge pairs (u α1 , µ α1 ), (u α2 , µ α2 ) and (µ α1 , v α1 ), (µ α2 , v α2 ). This results in replacing (14) by the more cumbersome expression
A potential shortcoming of the latter functional form is that it may penalize a pair of mutually opposite edges on the same scale as a pair of merging edges, hence perhaps insufficiently.
The parameters c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in (14) should generally be chosen to take into account the following factors: (a) minimal separation requirements for the flight pair (α 1 , α 2 ) (b) the feasible speed ranges of the two aircraft (c) any available information about stochastic phenomena that may hamper the execution of a speed profile (e.g., winds)
Of these, only (a) is addressed in this paper. The other two factors are discussed briefly in section VI.
One functional form of a weighting for e A that captures these considerations is
otherwise urgency difficulty arising from edge proximity (16) The quantities c 1 , c 2 , and 1/c 3 are in the units of distance, so W is in the units of distance squared, reflecting the fact that costs are assessed for each pair of aircraft. The heaviest contributions to (16) come from the summands corresponding to a pair of edges both short and coming near each other. Figure 3 shows four benchmark configurations of an edge pair (u α1 , v α1 ) and (u α2 , v α2 ) with the corresponding values of (16) 
IV. Sample numerical results
With the graph G A constructed and the weighting (16) defined, one can seek shortest paths using any of the known suitable algorithms; e.g., Dijkstra's. 30 The following examples were solved using the Matlab software. 31 In each example, the Shortest-Path Problem was solved using Dijkstra's algorithm in the implementation, 32 using the weighting function (16) , and the result recorded in the form (10) and accompanied by the physical run time of the entire computation (of G A , the weighting function, and a Dijkstra shortest path), carried out on a Mac OS X 10.6.8. Each solution is briefly discussed from the point of view of the qualitative considerations (12) .
The algorithms used here for computing G A , the weighting on it, and shortest paths, are only a prototype, aimed at proof of concept. An automated tool that computes the same objects to aid Air Traffic Control in real operations would require that all the algorithms underlying all computations made in real time are scalable. Appendix B offers a detailed analysis of the complexity of computing G A , which grows exponentially with A, and of some possible ways to either expedite this computation (e.g., using such a parallelization paradigm as map-reduce 33 ) or to carry out as much of it as is possible off-line (i.e., to precompute a sufficient collection of the G A 's).
Remark IV.1 All examples below except the last are "abstract," in the sense that no particular scale of airspace is specified for them. Thus, the units of length and physical time are left unspecified. One can, however, obtain a realistic spatial scale of an airspace in the examples of sections C-E by taking the unit of length to equal 3 nmi. The last example (section F) is for the LAX arrival airspace, and the unit of length is 1 nmi.
The number of aircraft in each example is small, compared to air traffic demand observed in real operations, to keep the computational load within the capabilities of Matlab.
A. Four vertices, 2-D airspace, two aircraft
The airspace graph used in this example has four vertices, labeled 1, 2, 3, 4. The vertex positions and edge structure of the airspace graph G = (V, E) (excluding the artificially inserted self-loops) are shown in figure  4 . The weighting function (16) has favored a routing with a larger angle of merge (see (12)).
B. Six vertices, 2-D airspace, two aircraft
The airspace graph used in this example has six vertices, labeled 1, 2, . . . , 6. The vertex positions and edge structure of the airspace graph G = (V, E) (excluding the artificially inserted self-loops) are shown in figure  5 . The weighting function (16) has favored a routing with a merge farther from the origins of the aircraft over a merge with a larger angle (see (12) ).
C. Ten vertices, 2-D airspace, three aircraft
The airspace graph used in this example has ten vertices, labeled 1, 2, . . . , 10. The vertex positions and edge structure of the airspace graph G = (V, E) (excluding the artificially inserted self-loops) are shown in figure  6 . Three aircraft are routed in the airspace. The matrix The weighting function (16) has favored a routing with a merge farther from the origins of the aircraft (see (12) ).
D. Ten vertices, 3-D airspace, two aircraft
The airspace graph used in this example has ten vertices, labeled 1, 2, . . . , 10. The vertex positions and edge structure of the airspace graph G = (V, E) (excluding the artificially inserted self-loops) are shown in figure  7 . specifies the origins (leftmost column), destinations (rightmost column), and the computed routing (rows). The weighting function (16) has favored a routing with a merge farther from the origins of the aircraft (see (12) ).
F. Fifty-one vertices, 2-D LAX airspace, five aircraft
The airspace graph used in this example has fifty-one vertices, labeled 1, 2, . . . , 51, and was constructed from live recordings of air traffic data in LAX using the method proposed in Ref. 34 The vertex positions and edge structure of the airspace graph G = (V, E) (excluding the artificially inserted self-loops) are shown in figure  9 . 
V. Conclusions
The numerical evidence above suggests that the computation separation-compliant speed profiles can be facilitated by first selecting a routing. Namely, for the examples considered, the Shortest-Path model for routing the given set of aircraft has yielded those routings that leave the most time for assuring aircraft separation. The main advantages of such routings are two: ease of finding feasible speed profiles and robustness of these profiles to unexpected changes.
VI. Discussion
From the viewpoint of PATO safety, the key desired property of a weighting function on the graph G A is for the resulting routing to maximize the chances that a separation-compliant and speed range-compliant collective speed profile exists; refer to (15.a,b). In addition to this requirement, one must consider the phenomena, generally stochastic, that hamper the execution of a given collective speed profile (e.g., a tail wind that alters the aircraft's feasible range of ground speed); refer to (15.c).
Research into suitable forms of the weighting function can be approached using different methods. It appears generally true, however, that with a specific functional form of the weighting chosen, the goal is to fit the coefficients in the form so as to meet the requirements stated in the previous paragraph. Such a fitting problem has arisen in many fields and has been approached using various theoretical frameworks, such as statistics and machine learning. Given a collection of instances of problem I.1 and a computational method that, for a given routing, seeks collective speed profiles compliant with all constraints (separation, speed ranges) and, possibly, optimal to a given objective function (see, e.g., 5, 6 ), one may pursue the statistical problem of finding maximum-likelihood estimates 26 of the desired coefficients that increase the probability that a feasible (i.e., compliant with the separation requirements and speed ranges) collective speed profile exists for the given routing. A weakness of this approach, however, can be seen as follows. The sample space for this approach would consist of pairs of the form (the initial collective position of the aircraft in A, a speed range-compliant collective speed profile (1)). A suitable probability measure, required for the aforementioned maximum-likelihood estimates, is not readily defined on this sample space. Methods of resolving this issue are a topic for future research.
As an alternative to statistical methods, one may consider the following machine learning approach. Assuming a collective speed profile, for a given routing, can be quantitatively measured for robustness (research aimed at defining such a quantity rigorously is in progress 4 ), pose the problem of classifying pairs of the form (routing, collective speed profile)
as "robust" if their value of robustness is at or above the threshold, and as "non-robust" otherwise. The form of the weighting function developed above does not include the capability to route a mixture or arrivals and departures; see remark III.1. A desired next step is a weighting function capable of serving such mixed traffic.
open-source Matlab subroutine arrow.m used in the generation of some of the graphics above was contributed by Dr. Erik A. Johnson.
Note that a destination-tight path by definition begins at the vertex in G DCP that is the Cartesian tuple of the v k root 's. In what follows, the term vertex length of a walk will refer to the number of vertex occurrences in that walk. 
where N is as in the proof of theorem B.1, and "outdeg" denotes the outdegree [2, section A.2] of a vertex in a digraph. This bound, again, grows exponentially with N A. These bounds suggest that the worst-case cost of computing G A is exponential in the number of flights. It is therefore desirable to avoid the necessity to compute G A in real time, e.g. to pre-compute. One obstacle to pre-computing is the requirement to know the number A, the origins v ORIG;α , and the destinations v DEST ;α of the flights in advance of the ATM operation. Since this knowledge is generally unavailable, one possible workaround is the following, analogous to reducing a problem of maximizing flow in a network 2 to one with a single source 2 and a single sink, by inserting artificially new vertices and edges. For each commonly observed value of A, carry out the following computations offline:
1. Insert into the airspace graph G = (V, E) a new, artificial, vertex v ORIG−ART , and insert artificial edges connecting it to all vertices in G with positive outdegree. After modifying G = (V, E) thus, denote the obtained graph by G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ).
Take the graph G
A to be the depth-coordinated product of A copies of the rooted digraph G ′ = V ′ , E ′ , v ORIG−ART .
By this construction, the vertex v ORIG−ART is adjacent to every possible origin of a flight. Consequently, every possible routing of A flights in G is contained in a path in G A starting from the vertex that is the Cartesian A-tuple of the v ORIG−ART 's. A pair of artificially inserted edges would receive the weight of zero. Two other ways of saving computational resources are as follows:
• Make use of the sparsity of G A , which is a consequence of the sparsity of a typical G = (V, E). For example, the densities (100% (number of edges) / (squared number of vertices)) of G A in the last two numerical examples were 0.04% and 0.08%, respectively.
• When computing the required Cartesian products, use parallelization, e.g. map-reduce. 33 Lastly, a circumstance that may alleviate the computational demand of using G A is that the number A of aircraft does not grow indefinitely. Rather, an upper bound exists on the total number A of aircraft that may come through a terminal airspace within a time window that may reasonably allow the use of the approach contributed in this paper.
